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System/370 Extended Architecture: Design Considerations

This paper reviews the overall objectives and the design considerations that led to the System1370 Extended Architecture
(370-XA).It presents an overview of the diflerences between the System/370 and 370-XA architectures and summarizes all
architectural extensions, deletions, and changes. Then it describes in more detail the extensions for interpretive execution,
31-bit addressing, protection, tracing, inter-CPU communications, and extended-precisionJloating-pointdivision.

Introduction
TheSystem/370 Extended Architecture (370-XA) is a
major step in the evolution of the System/360 architecture
originally introduced in 1964 and expanded into System/370
architecture in 1970. The development of the 370-XA architecture started in 1975. At that time, in recognition that the
system-control facilities of the machine must match the
requirements of the operating system, a further extension of
theSystem/370architecture
[ l ] was undertaken intwo
directions.
First, an architecture for small-to-medium-size machines
was designed that met the requirements of the Disk Operating System (DOS). This was called the architecture for
ECPS:VSE mode (Extended Control Program Support: Virtual Storage Extended) [2], and it was firstmade available in
1979 on the 4300 processors. The main change from System/
370 was the substitution of the one-level-addressingfacility
for the System/370 dynamic address translation. The DOS/
VSE operating system offers one virtual address space of
16M bytes [M = 2”], and thearchitecture is simplified
accordingly by notproviding the multiple-address-space
capability of the System/370.
Second, an architecture for medium-to-high-end machines, called 370-XA [3], was designed that accommodated
the Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)operating system. Here
the emphasis was on the following: communication between
multiple virtual-address spaces, larger virtual-address
spaces, larger real storage, and the interconnection of CPUs

within one system controlled by a single copy of an operating
system. Within the past few years, some improvements
toward these objectives were also included in the System/
370 architecture, but the structural changes offering 31-bit
addressing are available onlyin 370-XA. The emulation
facilities of 370-XA were specifically developed to permit
efficientimplementation of virtual machines, based on experience gained with the Virtual Machine/370 (VM/370)
operating system.
Most 370-XA facilities were made generally available
earlier this year (as of the date of this publication) on the
3081 and 3083 machines. Facilities for emulation, including
the instruction START INTERPRETIVE EXECUTION,
have also been announced and will be made available later.
In the followingsections,first the specificobjectives of
370-XA are listed, followedby a description of the constraints on the development and a few remarks on how the
new architecture is invoked. Then, an overview is presented
of the differences between System/370 and 370-XA in terms
added to those
of 1) the new facilities whichhavebeen
available on System/370, and 2) the obsolete or redundant
facilities deleted. Subsequently, the major architectural
extensions are described, and the motivation for their design
is reviewed.The design considerations of the channel subsystem are coveredin the accompanying paper by Cormier,
Dugan, and Guyette [4].
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Objectives and constraints
The key requirement for the 370-XA architecture
was to
extend the storage-addressing capabilityof System/370. By
the mid-l970s, System/370 Model 168 multiprocessing systems had already implemented the maximum addressable
storage of 16M bytes, and the architecture needed to be
extended to allow attachment of additional physical storage.
The problem was partially eliminated with the introduction of the extended-real-addressing facility,first shipped in
October 1981 on the 3033 and 3081 processors. This facility
made use of two unused bit positions in the page-table entry
to extend to26 bits the real storage addressprovided by the
dynamic-address-translation (DAT) mechanism, thusoffering addressability up to 64M bytes of main storage. This
extension was available, of course, only to addresses subject
to DAT. It did not permit placing DAT and other control
tables above the 16M-byte boundary, did not apply to the
base and index components fromwhich addresses aregenerated, and did not extend the addressability of virtual storage.
Another requirement was to extend thesize of the virtual
storage. Even with the introductionof the dual-address-space
facility on the System/370 and theassociated cross-memory
services offered by MVS, which allowed software subsystems
to be placed in their own virtual-address spaces, growth in
the virtual-storage requirementsfor both the operating system and applications required the extension of the virtualaddress space beyond 16M bytes.
A major overall requirement was to improve the efficiency, performance, and reliability of large systems on the
basis of our experience, considering the availabletechnology
and anticipatingnew applications. Specifically,
1. Increases in the projected customerrequirements for
processing power could notbemet
solely through
advances in technology and CPU design; the required
processing power could be offered onlyby interconnecting
into onesystem a number of processors operating under a
single operating system. Considerations that would permit efficient operation of a number of CPUs sharing main
storage were major influences in the development of the
370-XA architecture for channels and tracing.
2. Further efficiencies in the useof multiple processors could
be obtained by transferring a larger part of the 1/0 and
system-control functionsto special-purpose processors,
such as channel and service processors, thus freeing the
general-purpose CPU for executingapplication
programs. Also, the transfer of additional functions to the
channel processor would reduce the numberof 1/0 interruptionsandinstructions(withtheir
associated overhead), and the execution of some auxiliary functions by
the serviceprocessor would make it possible todelete
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some functions in the CPUmachine-check architecture.
3. Recognition of the value of the virtual-machine concept
and the observation that the VM/370 operating system
had attained a wide usage led to the development of the
370-XA interpretive-execution architecture asa replacement for the various virtual-machine assists offered on
System/370.
The 370-XA architecture was
following constraints:

developed subject to the

1. Within the limitations described in the IBM System/370
Principles of Operation [5], machines designed to the
370-XA architecture had to provide upward compatibility for application programs written to run according to
the System/370 architecture.
2. The extent of change in the facilities pertaining to the
control program was limited by the number and cost of
the associated changes acceptable in the operating system.
3. It had to be possible to attach and operate most types of
System/370 1 / 0 devices with 370-XA.
Control
In contrast to theprogram-controlled mode bit introduced in
System/370 to allow selection between the extended-control
(EC) and basic-control (BC) modes of operation [5], 370XA is considered a new architecture, and thechoice between
System/370 and 370-XA is made manually. This approach
of facilities
was necessarybecause of thelargenumber
changedandreplaced,particularly
thoseassociatedwith
input and output. simplified
It
both the new architecture and
the machine design by permitting certain superseded facilities tobeeliminatedfromthe
new architecture,and by
eliminatingthe otherwisenecessary
specification of the
interaction betweenvariouscombinations
of old and new
architectural facilities. Manual selectionwas acceptable
because use of the affected facilities normally is limited to a
central part of the control program, which runs with either
the old or new facilities but does notalternate between
them.
By havingboth
theSystem/370and
370-XAmodes
available in the machine by manual selection, the transition
to the 370-XA mode of operation can be made under the
control of installation management. Once the system has
been set up and debugged to operate witha control program
that uses 370-XA mode and offers virtual-machine facilities,
control programs requiring the System/370 mode of operation can be executed in interpretive-execution mode
under
thecontrol of the370-XAcontrolprogramand
without
manual intervention.
Summary of differences with System/370
In describing an architecture, itis convenient to consider the
entire architecture as being made up of increments called

Table 1 New370-XA facilities.
of instructions

facility
New
Number

Unprivileged Privileged

Channel subsystem
Interpretive execution
3 1-bit addressing
(logical and real)
Page protection
Tracing
SIGNAL PROCESSOR extensions
DIVIDE (extended precision)
Totals

3

13
1
-

-

-

1

-

__

4

1

The deleted facilities are listed in Table 3. The 370-XA
channel subsystem supersedes the System/370 channels and
channel-set switching. Segment protection has been superseded by page protection,providingprotectionwithfiner
block size against unauthorized storing. The basic-control
mode and theinterval timer were supplemented by improved
facilities in System/370, but both the old and the new were
offered concurrently on System/370 machines to ease the
changeover. Some System/370 facilities are not provided
because they havebeenfound
to be not needed forthe
current customer applications and system
configurations (for

~
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facilities. Table 1 lists the major new architectural facilities
of instructions
introduced with 370-XAandthenumber
associated with each. Table 2 lists the new instructions and
their key attributes.
Computer architectures have a tendency to grow because,
when new facilities are added, old ones are preserved for the
sake of compatibility, thus burdening the system with obsoleteorredundantinstructionsandformats.The370-XA
architecture counters this trend
by not providing a number of
facilities that were available in System/370 but that have
been superseded by improved or functionally richer versions.
All of theseeliminated facilities pertaintothecontrol
program, and their absence should not affect compatibility
for application programs.

size and the 64K-byte segment size). The program-reset and initial-program-reset
orders of the SIGNAL PROCESSOR
instruction caused the
channels to be reset and thus werenot applicable to the
370-XA architecture with a channel subsystem shared by
CPUs. The initial-microprogram-load order was intended
primarily for restoring microcodeafter failure butproved not
to be needed in an environment that depends on the service
processor for maintenance andrecovery.
Additionally, six System/370 machine-check indicators
and fields are not provided. They pertain either to a deleted
facility (for example, interval timer) or toprocedures where
the new generation of machines performs recovery without
bringing the condition immediately to the attentionof soft-

Table 2 New instructions.

General instructions

BRANCH AND SAVE AND SETMODE
BRANCH AND SETMODE
DIVIDE (extended precision)
INSERT PROGRAM MASK

BASSM
BSM
DXR
IPM

RR
RR
RRE
B22D
RRE
B222

Unpriv.
Unpriv.
Unpriv.
Unpriv.

oc

S B214

Priv.
Priv.

99

SIE

OB

Control instructions

CE

TRACE
EXECUTION
INTERPRETIVE
START
110 instructions

CSCH
CLEAR SUBCHANNEL
HALT SUBCHANNEL
MODIFY SUBCHANNEL
RESET CHANNEL PATH
RESUME SUBCHANNEL
SET ADDRESS LIMIT
SET CHANNELMONITOR
START SUBCHANNEL
STORE CHANNEL PATH STATUS
STORE CHANNEL REPORT WORD
STORE SUBCHANNEL
TEST PENDING INTERRUPTION
TEST SUBCHANNEL
~

HSCH
MSCH
RCHP
RSCH
SAL
SCHM
SSCH
STCPS
STCRW
STSCH
TPI
TSCH

B230 S
S B23
B232
S
B23B S
S
B237
S
B23C S
B233
S
B23A S
S
B234
S
S
S

Priv.
Priv.
Priv.
Priv.
Priv.
Priv.
Priv.
Priv.
Priv.
Priv.
Priv.
Priv.
Priv.

1
B238

B239
B236
B235
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ware. Also, a number of control-register positions and storage assignments associated with the discontinued facilities
are no longer required.

Table 3 Deleted System/370 facilities.
Deleted or
replaced facility

Number of instructions
Unprivileged
Privileged

To ease the adaptation of System/370 control programs
for operation with 370-XA, the facilities that were carried
forward from System/370 to 370-XA were left as much as
possible unchanged. In a few cases, however, the definitions
were altered. All ofthese changes pertain to control-program
functions and are
identified in the ZBM 370-XA Principles of
Operation [3]. They include such aspects as the
effect of
prefixing on LOAD REAL ADDRESS when translation
tables are in the storagearea subject to prefixing.

System/370 channels
Channel-set switching
Segment protection
Basic-control mode
Interval timer
Direct control
External signals
64K-byte segment size
2K-byte page size
2K-byte protection-block size
Three signal-processor orders
Totals

The October 1981edition of the IBMSystem/370Principles of Operation contained a total of 208 instructions. After
subtraction of the 17 deleted instructions, as
well as MOVE
INVERSE[6],andaddition
of the18 new instructions
(excluding START INTERPRETIVE EXECUTION), the
initial IBM 370-XA Principles of Operation also contains
208 instructions.
Interpretive execution
Next to the channel subsystem, the facility for interpretive
execution forms the largestextension incorporated into 370XA. This facility permits establishing a virtual machine for
execution of either System/370 or 370-XA programs.
A virtualmachine isestablished anditsoperation
is
initiated by the execution of theinstructionSTART
INTERPRETIVEEXECUTION(SIE).Thisinstruction
designates a control block in main storage, called the state
description, which specifies the state and the architecture
of
the virtual machine on which a program, called the guest
program, is tobe executed (theprogram issuing SIE is
description
referredto as the host program).Thestate
includes such guest information as the program-status
word,
prefix, and timing-facility values and specifies what part of
the host’s virtual address space the guest
occupies.
Mostguestfunctionsareperformed
by thevirtual
machine.When acondition is encounteredthatrequires
intervention by the host program, interception occurs: The
machine leaves the interpretive mode and transfers
control to
the host at the location following the SIE instruction. This
includes such conditions as execution of some privileged
instructions, notably the 1 / 0 instructions and DIAGNOSE,
handling of certain guest interruptions, and setting up the
wait state in theguestPSW.Themachine
leaves the
interpretive mode also when an external or 1/0 condition
causes thehost to be interrupted.
Whenever the machine leaves the interpretive mode, the
state description is updated to reflect the current stateof the
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guest program so that, subsequently, execution of the guest
can beresumed without further changes to the state
description. When interception occurs, information is placed in the
state description to facilitate identification and analysis of
the guest condition by the host program.
The 370-XA interpretive-executionfacilityreplaces
the
various VM assists available in System/370 with a single
facility that is integrated within the 370-XA architecture. It
is extensibleand readily allows new real-machine facilities to
be made availableon a virtual machine.
31-Bit addressing
The process to introduce 31-bit addressing into the System/
360-System/370 architecture started in the late 1960s [7],
when the new program-status-word(PSW)and
controlregister formats were established. Although it was clear at
the outset that an entire four-byte field would have to be
allocated for the extended address, thedecision subsequently
had to be made whether to use 31-bit addressesor continue
with the 32-bit formatintroduced on the Model67. The
31-bit format was chosen so as to provide space (high-order
bit position) for a control or escape bit within the four-byte
address field. It was felt that the ability to address 4G
bytes
(G = 230)of storage with a 32-bit address instead of 2G
byteswith a 31-bit addressdid not justifythepotential
inconvenience in the handlingof the controlor mode bits.
Since in System/370 the high-order byte was ignored in
addressgenerationand
no programming disciplinewas
enforced to ensure that it containedzeros, 31-bit and 24-bit
addressing areincompatible. Therefore, 3 1-bit addressingis
made available only in a special, program-controlled mode.
The mode bit appearsin bit position 32 of the PSW,with the
instruction address in bit positions 33-63. The right half of
the PSW thus takes on the form of an address constant, as
shown in Fig. 1.

20

Addressmg mode

1
A

32 33

Figure 1 Format of the right half of the 370-XA program-status
word.

In order to permit the gradualintroduction of 3 1-bit addressing and to permit branching between modules using 24-bit
and 31-bit addresses, a set of unprivileged instructions is
provided for setting and saving a 31-bit address field and the
mode bit.
The basic 370-XA calling (subroutine linkage) instruction
intended for situations requiring the ability to switch the
addressing mode is BRANCHAND SAVE ANDSET
MODE (BASSM). It saves the right half of the 370-XA
PSWand sets the addressing mode as specified by the
high-order bit of the branch address. The corresponding
return instruction is BRANCH AND SETMODE (BSM),
which omits the saving function. In order to permit saving
the condition codeand program mask, which wasdone by the
System/370 BRANCH AND LINKbut not by BASSM, a
separate instruction, INSERT PROGRAMMASK, is introduced (it inserts these fields into the designated general
register).
The two BRANCHAND SAVE (BAS and BASR)
instructions, which were introduced recently in System/370,
can be used for subroutine linkage in situations where the
addressing mode does notchange. They save the right half of
the PSW but do not set the addressing mode. The System/
370 BRANCH AND LINK(BAL and BALR) instructions
are provided in the 370-XA architecture primarily for compatibility reasons. In 3 1-bit addressing mode, they are
defined to operate the same as BAS and BASR. They have
the advantage that they are available in both the System/370
and 370-XA architectures and hence are convenient for
programs that must run in either architecture. Use of BAS
and BASR is recommended, however, because these instructions arrange link information in an architecture-independent format andare likely to be faster.
As part of the extension of the logical address to 31 bits,
the program-event-recording (PER) starting and ending
addresses in control registers are extended to 3 1 bits. Since
the PER addresses are set up by the control program and are
used to monitor storage accesses by application programs
that may switch between the 24- and 31-bit addressing
modes, they are 3 1 bits long independently of the addressing
mode.

As part of the extension of the real address to 31 bits, all
real addresses in dynamic-address-translation tables, dualaddress-space tables, the prefix register, and the associated
table-origin designations in control registers are extended to
3 1bits. Since these addresses are part of the system-control
structure and must coexist withapplication programs operatingin either the 24-bit or 31-bit mode, they, too, are
independent of the addressing mode. This extension is one of
the reasons, of course, why 370-XA is incompatible with
System/370 for control programs.
The three new instructions for handling the storage key
(INSERT STORAGE KEY EXTENDED, SET STORAGE KEY EXTENDED, and RESET REFERENCEBIT
EXTENDED) were introduced into System/370 for operation witha 26-bit real address initially made available on the
3033 with the extended-real-addressing facility. Instead of
extending the address in the original three storage-key
instructions, new instructions were introduced at that time,
partly for compatibility reasons but mostly becauseof implementation considerations on the 3033. The expansion of the
address in a register from 24 to 26 or 31 bits for the two
original RR-format instructions INSERT STORAGEKEY
and SET STORAGEKEY would have been relatively easy,
but the 3033 couldnot
readily incorporate the change
necessary to generate an address in excess of 24 bits for the
S-format instruction RESET REFERENCE BIT. The new
storage-key instructions were defined to operate on 4K-byte
blocks instead of the original 2K-byte blocks; and, in anticipation of 370-XA, these instructions, as well as the new
TEST BLOCK instruction, weredefined to use 31-bit
addresses. In the presence of the 370-XA addressing-mode
control, however, these instructions in the 370-XA architecture are defined tooperate with 24-bit or 3 1-bit addresses, as
specified by the mode bit. This change was made for architectural consistency. The original three System/370 storagekey instructions are deleted in 370-XA.
The introduction of 3 1-bit addressing affected two fields in
the System/370 channel architecture that are carried into
370-XA. The indirect-data-address word (IDAW) was
extended to 31 bits with the introduction of 26-bit real
addressing and was the only way at thattime for the channel
to access data beyond the 16M-byte limit. This format is now
also used in 370-XA. Additionally, 370-XA introduces a new
channel-command-word (CCW) format, called Format-1,
with a 31-bit data-address field. The address formats used in
1 / 0 operations, of course, are not subject to the control of the
addressing mode in the PSW.

Page protection
The page-protection facility controls whether storing is
allowed ina page of virtual storage. It is controlled by a bit in
the page-table entry associated with the DAT mechanism.
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Page protection supersedes the segment-protection facility
offered on the 3081 and 3083 CPUs in System/370 mode
and offers the same function with
a smaller block size.
The page-protection mechanism is in additiontothe
key-controlled and low-address protection mechanisms.
Access to a storage location is permitted only when none of
the protection mechanisms prohibit it. Key-controlled protectionapplies to physical storageandguardsitagainst
unauthorized storing or unauthorized storing and fetching
by
CPU and I/O. It was
introduced in the original System/360
and, in the absenceof DAT, was the primary mechanism
for
allocating main storage. Low-address protection, which was
first madeavailable in 1978 on the 3033, protectsthe
contents of locations 0-51 1 against improper storing and is
intended to guard
system-control information againstbugs in
the operatingsystem.
The page-protectionfacility permitsestablishingreadonly pages ina user’s virtual storage.By controlling access to
sections of virtual storage by separate sets of segment and
pagetables,storingcan
be selectively controlled for any
number of users and combinations of pages. For example,
VM/370 uses the System/370 segmentprotection facility to
establish read-only segments common to a number of users.
One of the MVS uses of page protection is to guard against
bugsin the control program and to preclude storing into
certain pages that areassociated with a storage key of zero.
Tracing
The 370-XA architecture introduces
a new tracing facility as
an aid in the determination of system problems. It includes
three separately controllable functions that cause entries to
be placed in the trace table designated
by control register 12:
branch tracing, address-space-number (ASN) tracing, and
explicit tracing. When branch tracing is on, a trace entry is
formedforthe
successfulexecution of BRANCH AND
LINK(BALR),BRANCHANDSAVE(BASR),and
BRANCHANDSAVEANDSETMODE(BASSM).
When ASN tracing is on, each execution of PROGRAM
CALL, PROGRAM TRANSFER, and SET SECONDbe formed. Explicit
ARY ASN causes a traceentryto
tracing is accomplished with the instruction TRACE,which
forms an entry that includes bits 16-63 of the time-of-day
clock, the designated storage operand, and the contents
of the
designated rangeof general registers.
The 370-XA tracefacility differs in some significant ways
from the facility that was initially introduced into System/
370 in the formof an MVSassist and thatwas subsequently
expanded as part of the dual-address-space facility on the
303X machines. The latter was a machine adaptation of the
tracing as originally implemented in software in MVS, and
in a multiprocessing system both CPUs placed entries into
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thesametable,designated
by thecontents of a storage
location. In a machine organization employing a cache for
each CPU, such sharing introduced inefficiencies, as alternate storing of entries by the two CPUs required each CPU
alternatelytoupdatetheaddressatthe
common storage
location, refetching it from main storage purging
and
it in the
other CPU’s cache. In370-XA, each CPU has itsown trace
table.
The implicitly formed 370-XA trace-table entries consist
of only one or two words and contain only the essential
information foridentifying an event, whereas in the System/
370 trace each entry consisted of 32 bytes. This choice for
370-XA was made in view of the overall consideration that,
typically, thetraceinformation
is needed to identify an
unexpected error. Thesystem normally would be expected to
operate with tracing enabled and with the table wrapping
around over itself. Upon detection of an error, the software
would retrieve the last table’s worth of entries in each CPU,
merge them intoa single systemtable, and expand the entries
with the needed additional information. The additionalsoftware effort to expand and merge the
“lean” tables private to
each CPU is expected to be less than the CPU performance
degradation that could be expected otherwise.

SIGNAL PROCESSOR extensions
The facilities for communication between CPUs in a multiprocessing system have been extended by incorporating in
the SIGNAL PROCESSOR (SIGP) instruction an ability
whereby certainorderscantransfer
a parametertothe
designated CPU. Two new SIGP orders are added, both of
which make useof this parameter:set pre$x, which provides
the capability to set a specific value in the prefix register of
the designated CPU, andstore status at address, for saving
a designated
theCPUstatus
of thedesignatedCPUat
location. The purpose of these extensions is to eliminate the
dependence of system operation on the availability of the first
4K locations of main storage and to reduce
potential conflict
in its use.
The System/370 SIGP restart orderwas defined to cause
the same action as the manual restart key-storing the old
PSW at real location 8 and fetching the new one from real
location 0. Furthermore,themanuallyinitiated
initialprogram-loading procedure alsouses real location 0. Thus, in
addition to requiring that storagelocation 0 be operational,
the System/370 restart order shares
location 0 withtwo
other functions. Although contentionwas possible when
manual restartwas invoked at theinstant location 0 had been
set up for programmed restart, no conflicts were expected to
occur in normal operation.
Two 370-XA extensions tend to aggravate potential conflicts in the use of location 0. In one mode of operation, the

virtualmachine isassigned absolute location 0, andthe
potential for contention increases because four-way
multiprocessing is implemented. Furthermore, a similar conflict
now exists in the use of the first 4K locations by the
System/370 store-status function anda virtual machine.
The parameter associated with the two new SIGP orders
eliminatesthe contention involving virtualmachinesand
permits any 4K-byte block to be used for the SIGP restart
and store-statusfunctions. In a multiprocessing system comprising more thantwo CPUs, it permits one CPU perform
to
a store-status or restart function at another CPU while a
third CPU is operating asa virtual machine.
DIVIDE instruction
The extended-precision floating-point facility, first shipped
in 1969 on the Model 85, introduced the 128-bit extendedprecision format, having a fractionthat isequivalent to
approximately 34 decimal digits. It included instructions for
adding,subtracting,and
multiplying 128-bitoperandsto
yield a 128-bit result. Because of its relatively low frequency
of use and the Model 85 design constraints, the facility did
not include a DIVIDE instruction [SI. The architecture for
DIVIDE, however, wasdefined,including
theinstruction
format, operation code, mnemonics, and operation, andboth
the System/370 assembler and Fortrancompiler treated the
instruction as if it were available on the machine. During
execution, the instruction caused an interruption for operation exception, and the functionwas simulated.
TheSystem/370extendedarchitecture
includes the
extended-precision floating-point DIVIDE as originally defined and previously simulated. It divides a 128-bit dividend
by a 128-bit divisor to yield a 128-bit quotient.

Conclusion
The 370-XA architecture hasevolved from the System/370
architecture in response to two types of requirements-to
permit improvements in the operating system structure and
performance and to introduce new function for application
program use. The constraints associated with these requirements differ significantly. In the case of operating-system
functions, the extent of change to System/370facilities was
limited primarily by the cost of the associated changes in the
operating system, whereas for facilities exposed to application programs, strict compatibility from the System/370 to
the 370-XA architecturewas expected.
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Extensions have been incorporated to meet both types of
requirements. Some facilities introducedforoperatingsystem purposes have been additions to System/370 architecture, whereas for others the
new facilities were significant
but still localizedreplacements of the corresponding System/
370 facilities. The 31-bit addressing facility introduced a

major functional extension for application programs, while
still permitting System/370 application programs to runon
370-XA machines.
The 370-XA architectureis the most significant extension
to the original System/360 architecture since the introduction of System/370 in the early 1970s. It demonstrates that
the basic System/360 design can be adapted tonew requirements 18 years after its initial introduction.
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